HOW SAFE
ARE YOU
ON EUROPE’S
TRADE ROUTES?

Measuring and mapping the
safety of the TEN-T road network

FOREWORDS
As we plan for actions to reduce road deaths in the next decade, we face exceptionally tight
public finances. We must focus on priorities and concrete results. So I warmly welcome this report
by EuroRAP which provides new factual insights into the safety performance of Europe’s major
E-routes.
As EuroRAP builds its European Road Safety Atlas, the safety performance of Europe’s roads is
becoming more transparent. The idea of mapping the safety of our roads to one common
standard is proving highly effective. As each country is added, more of Europe’s citizens, policy
makers and road engineers can share a common understanding about where the risky roads are.

Siim Kallas

Vice President,
European Commission

These results are helping build awareness in public, policymakers and professional engineers
about the variable safety performance of Europe’s road infrastructure. It is stimulating a new,
practical and informed debate about what can and should be done given the high economic
returns available from reducing road crashes. Many countries in Europe are choosing to use
EuroRAP measurements in developing their own national road safety action plans. By doing
so, they can see whether their roads are getting safer over time and how well they are doing
compared to other countries.

The free movement of people and goods is a noble European goal and the decision by EU
nations to develop trans-European networks is a practical expression of it. EU nations have
committed themselves to ensure “the sustainable mobility of persons and goods under the best
possible social, environmental and safety conditions.”
The loss of life on the TEN-T road network is of a scale and magnitude different from all the other
networks combined. Busy E-routes must have the best possible safety because any safety flaw on
busy high speed roads leads, sooner rather than later, to fatal consequences.

John Dawson
Chairman, EuroRAP

When the objective for the network was set, there was no practical way to measure the safety of
roads systematically. I am proud of the achievement of EuroRAP Members that lets us now, for the
first time, report on the safety levels being achieved on TEN-T roads. With the publication of this report,
we can identify routes meeting the ‘best possible’ safety benchmark set by EU nations. We can also
identify those routes not meeting these standards and track over time whether and how they are
being made safe.
The sample assessed in this report covers around half of the entire network spread across 15
countries in the EU and its immediate neighbours. It shows that, overall, the major E-roads across
the EU15 have generally reached an acceptable standard but there are many more flaws than
many thought. The report shows that there is still a long way to go but some of the more recent
investment - for example in Ireland, Slovenia and the Czech Republic - is paying impressive
dividends in safety.
Overall, we estimate from the large sample analysed that within the EU around 5% of deaths and
serious injuries are concentrated on this important network – more than 20,000 deaths and serious
injuries annually. Our initial estimate is that around €10bn of costs are lost in crashes on the network
annually excluding the cost of the resulting traffic delays.
This report has been made possible thanks to the extraordinary cooperation across borders by
EuroRAP Members and supporters. Our aim over the next decade is to support the new European
Road Safety Action Plan and UN Decade of Action for Road Safety by showing where affordable,
high return investment should be targeted to save lives on a large scale.
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We estimate
more than 20,000
deaths and serious
injuries take place
on the TEN-T road
network each year
and that crashes on
the network cost
the European
economy more than
€10bn annually.
An estimated 15% of the
TEN-T road network, largely
in newer EU countries, has
unacceptably high risk.
Overall, only 31% of the
network meets the “best
possible” safety standard set
by the community.
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THE TEN-T ROAD NETWORK
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The TEN-T road network has been measured and mapped

possible to identify the safest and most dangerous road

across 15 countries. Ratings are based on individual road

sections within a region or country and, by comparing maps

users’ exposure and shows their risk of being involved in a

for different countries, provide consistent safety ratings of

fatal or serious crash per vehicle kilometre travelled. By using

roads across European borders.

a standardized and consistent EuroRAP methodology, it is

Free movement of people and goods is a
noble European goal. The decision by EU
nations to develop the TEN-T network is a
practical expression of that ambition.

The trans-European road network
comprises motorways and high-quality
roads, playing an integral role in long
distance travel.

It aims to guarantee the sustainable high
and uniform mobility of persons and
goods under the best possible social,
environmental and safety conditions.

Coverage varies between
countries but all must have
the best possible safety.
Any safety flaw on these
high speed roads leads,
sooner rather than later, to
fatal consequences.
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RATING THE SAFETY OF TEN-T ROADS
RISK MAPPING

In countries where detailed crash data is available, EuroRAP

Using this measure, road sections are allocated into one of

risk maps give an objective view of where people are being

five colour coded categories.

killed or seriously injured and where their crash risk is greatest.
By showing the number of fatal and serious collisions per
kilometre travelled the results show the risk arising from the
interaction of road users, vehicles and the road environment.
The mapping in this report has been produced by EuroRAP
Members to a standardized methodology, making it possible
to identify the safest and most dangerous road sections within
a region or country and, by comparing maps for different
countries, provide consistent safety ratings of roads across
European borders.
Risk maps are used by automobile and touring clubs to
create and improve awareness and understanding of road
safety risk as users move around the network. They are being
increasingly adopted by authorities and Governments as a
way of prioritizing network improvements.
The methodology compares the number of deaths and serious
injuries on a road with how much traffic it carries. This takes
account of an individual road user’s exposure to risk. A length
of road with 20 collisions and carrying 10,000 vehicles per day
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Typically, countries use a three year data period in order to
minimise the effects of year-on-year fluctuations in crash
numbers, but where overall figures are low (for example
Ireland and the Netherlands), analysis can be extended to
five years or more. Risk maps use the most up-to-date crash
and traffic figures available. Where the scale of injury is not
reported (for example Italy), slight injury collisions can also
be included.
For further information and national results visit
www.eurorap.org.

will have a risk rate 10 times higher than a road section with the

All data used in this report has been normalized to fatal

same collision numbers but carrying 100,000 vehicles per day.

and serious collisions to allow comparisons. Where national

Motorways, for example, can have high numbers of collisions

mapping shown in the country profile pages of the report use

but also tend to carry the majority of traffic, giving an overall

data periods greater than three years and include slight injury

small exposure to risk for any one road user.

collisions these are clearly marked.

STAR RATING
Using specially equipped vehicles, software and highly
trained analysts, EuroRAP and its Members undertake detailed
road inspections.
These focus on over 30 different design features known to
influence the likelihood of crashes as well as their severity, and
include intersection design, road cross-sections and markings,
roadside hazards, footpaths and bicycle lanes.

Star Ratings provide a simple and objective measure of the
level of safety ‘built in’ to the road for car occupants. Five-star
roads are the safest, and one-star roads the least safe.
In the rating scale used, it is rare to achieve 5-stars. Space
has been left to accommodate future advances in
electronic highway systems.

PERFORMANCE TRACKING
Governments and funding agencies need to measure

In the UK, for example, EuroRAP used Risk Maps to

success and the effectiveness of investment.

demonstrate that the Government had achieved a

EuroRAP’s Risk Maps and Star Ratings provide objective

significant reduction in high risk primary roads.

measures that can be used to track road safety performance,

In the Netherlands, the government has committed to

report on road safety outcomes and establish policy positions.

eliminating one-star and two-star national roads.
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SAFE ROAD DESIGN

In Europe, most road deaths are outside cities. The majority

Typically an ordinary kilometre of main road will witness half

are on busy main national and regional roads. Just under

a dozen deaths and serious injuries in a decade. Some may

a quarter of European road deaths happen in one of four

witness ten times this number. In the past, safety engineers in

main crash types:

leading countries were mainly reactive in examining recent

1. Head-on collisions

crash records to decide which safety schemes to implement.
Increasingly, as obvious ‘blackspots’ have been eliminated,

2. Running off the road

crash data is becoming a less certain guide.

3. Intersections

In top-performing countries, most deaths do not take place

4. Pedestrians and cyclists

safety engineers are proactive and focus systematically on

at ‘blackspots’ but at sites with known high risks. Now good
eliminating high risks on busy roads through safe road designs
known to save lives.

SAFE ROADSIDES
Vehicles running off the road and hitting roadside objects

is danger close to the roadside like trees or poles that

like trees or rolling down steep embankments are a major

can’t be cleared or steep embankments that can’t be re-

cause of death.

designed, then safety fencing is needed. Even new cars

Safe roadsides provide adequate space so motorists can
recover without injury from avoiding action or mistakes. If there
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are not crash tested to protect occupants against side
impacts with roadside poles and trees at speeds greater
than 29kph.

SAFE OVERTAKING
It’s not financially or environmentally possible to provide dual
carriageways everywhere. But, with a legal speed limit of
90kph on many roads across Europe, the closing speeds of
vehicles travelling on a single carriageway are a frequently
lethal 180kph. A narrow strip of paint provides no protection
if overtaking manoeuvres are misjudged or a vehicle taking
avoiding action swerves into oncoming traffic.
Busy main roads need regular stretches where it is
unambiguously safe to overtake. The busier the road, the
more frequent these sections need to be. The more HGVs
and mixed traffic, the greater the need for safe overtaking
sections. Drivers like to be told when the next safe overtaking
section is due.
A new road design in Sweden is being trialed in several
European countries and achieving safety records better
than motorways. This single carriageway road has opposing
streams separated by a safety fence and regular overtaking
opportunities are provided. Sweden’s’ main road network is
being upgraded to this new standard.

SAFE JUNCTIONS
Around a quarter of all European road deaths happen at

Well designed roundabouts save lives by slowing vehicles and

junctions, or accesses. Most vehicles are crash tested to

turning them so that any impact becomes a glancing blow

withstand side impacts of only 50kph compared to offset

between two vehicles travelling broadly in the same direction.

frontal impact tests carried out to 64kph.

Such impacts can be safely absorbed if passengers are

Junctions on high speed roads, such as motorways, are usually

wearing seatbelts.

split level with acceleration and deceleration lanes and, if laid
out as they should be, are safe. Well marked turning bays for left
turns are an essential safety component for any busy main road.
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KEY FINDINGS
% TEN-T road network length reaching the "best possible safety conditions†"

Italy
Poland
Spain
Slovakia
Bosnia & Herzegovina
Republic of Ireland
Belgium
Czech Republic
Northern Ireland
Iceland
Slovenia
Great Britain
Switzerland
Netherlands
Sweden
0

18

36

54

72

90

% of network length rated as low risk

7%

7%
8%

2%

0%
36%

31%

9%
55%

Distribution of risk on the EuroRAP
TEN-T road network by length - EU15*

45%
7%

6%
30%

9%

47%

Distribution of risk on the EuroRAP
TEN-T road network by length
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Distribution of risk on the EuroRAP
TEN-T road network by length - EU27*

% kilometres travelled on TEN-T roads under "best possible safety conditions†”
Italy
Poland
Bosnia & Herzegovina
Belgium
Spain
Slovakia
Czech Republic
Iceland
Republic of Ireland
Slovenia
Northern Ireland
Switzerland
Great Britain
Netherlands
Sweden

0
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% of network rated as low risk/km travelled

41,000km

55%

Length of TEN-T roads currently rated using EuroRAP Risk

Of all fatal & serious collisions recorded on the TEN-T network

Mapping

surveyed, 55% occurred on motorways, one-fifth on dual
carriageways and one-quarter on singles

15%
15% of the network length, over 6,000km, has unacceptably

Slovakia

high risk (black or red)

Slovakia has the longest length of high risk roads in the EU at
38% on the TEN-T road network surveyed

One-third
Less than one-third (31%) of the EuroRAP TEN-T network length

Exposure

has the “best possible” safety standard

The amount of travel on different sections of the network has

†

Three-quarters

little effect on ranking of safety by country

Motorways carried three-quarters of the traffic on the TEN-T

Half

road network surveyed; single carriageways carried 10% and

50% of the EuroRAP TEN-T single carriageway length is rated

dual carriageways 15%

as high risk

15

6%

Number of countries with EuroRAP safety ratings of the TEN-T

6% of the EuroRAP TEN-T dual carriageway length is rated as

road network

high risk

Sweden

2%

Sweden has the longest length of low risk TEN-T network of all

An estimated 2% of European GDP is lost annually in road

countries covered at 85%

crashes

30,000

35%

Number of fatal and serious collisions recorded on the TEN-T

Just over one-third of the TEN-T motorway network length rates

road network surveyed

as the “best possible” standard †

5%

* EU15 sample: Belgium, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, UK; EU27

An estimated 5% of deaths on Europe’s roads take place on

Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, UK

the TEN-T road network

** percentages may not sum due to rounding

10 billion
An estimated €10billion is lost in road crashes annually on
Europe’s TEN-T road network, excluding traffic delays

sample: Belgium, Czech Republic, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Slovakia,

† EuroRAP low risk rating (shown as green on the maps)
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As EuroRAP builds its European
Road Safety Atlas, the safety
performance of Europe’s roads is
becoming more transparent.

With the addition of each
country, more of Europe’s
citizens, policy makers and
road engineers can share a
common understanding of
where the risky roads are.
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Country Profiles
BELGIUM

THE NETHERLANDS

The network in the Netherlands is 2nd in our performance
The Belgian TEN-T network is 88% motorway. As a result,

table with 72% of the length achieving the ‘low risk’ rating.

although Belgium’s general per capita death rate is one the

The network is very different to the top performing Swedish

highest of the EU15, the risks on the Belgian TEN-T network are

network, being 85% motorway, carrying heavy traffic levels

significantly better than the Belgian network generally.

with frequent, sometimes tricky, junctions. There is ‘active

Although still performing below neighbouring countries, 12% of
the Belgian TEN-T network length achieves the low risk category.
In the 2005-2007 period reported here, there are however
stretches on the N5 with high fatal and serious accident rates.
The medium-high risk rate on short stretches of the A14 and
A15 is disturbing: 49 deaths and serious injuries were reported
in three years on just 7km of road.

Distribution of risk on the EuroRAP TEN-T road
network by length (BELGIUM)
2%

3%

12%

traffic management’ with modern electronic equipment over
its length and rapid response to incidents. The use of speed
limits on the network is common.
Dutch roads are overall the safest in the world. Like the
Swedes, the Dutch have clear strategies for road design. As in
air, rail and factory safety, Dutch ‘sustainable safety’ recognises
that human beings make mistakes. Predictable road crashes
resulting in death and serious injury can be prevented by roads
which are both “self-explaining” and “forgiving”.

Distribution of risk on the EuroRAP TEN-T road
network by length (NETHERLANDS)
28%

72%
83%

TEN-T network length by carriageway type
(BELGIUM)
Motorway

TEN-T network length by carriageway type
(NETHERLANDS)
88%

Dual

7%

Single

1%

Mixed single & dual

4%

B mapping based on fatal and serious road crashes 2005-2007, NL 2002-2005

Motorway

98%

Dual

2%

Single

0%

Mixed single & dual

0%
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Country Profiles
GREAT BRITAIN, REPUBLIC OF IRELAND & NORTHERN IRELAND

Overall, Britain sits in 4th place in the performance of the
countries surveyed despite less than half (47%) of the

Distribution of risk on the EuroRAP TEN-T road
network by length

network length being motorway. Most motorway is dual-

1%

1%

3 lane with generous horizontal and vertical alignment
and good provision for acceleration and deceleration at
junctions. Junctions are relatively infrequent but lighting

45%

53%

is frequent. Most motorway is heavily trafficked so speed
differentials between lanes are often small.
Britain’s performance is explained because, in addition to
motorway, almost a quarter of the TEN-T network is high speed
dual carriageway, much of it at expressway standards with split
level junctions and even full width hard shoulders.
Despite generally higher performance, the lack of consistency

TEN-T network length by carriageway type

in the British network is one of the emerging features of
EuroRAP analysis in comparison with other leading countries.
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Motorway

47%

Mapping for GB based on fatal and serious road crashes 2005-2007;

Dual

23%

RoI fatal, serious and slight road crashes 2002-2006; NI fatal and serious

Single

16%

road crashes 2002-2006

Mixed single & dual

14%

On closer examination, there is also a clear distinction
between the risk rate in England and Wales compared to

Distribution of risk on the EuroRAP TEN-T road
network by length (Republic of Ireland)

Scotland. Because only 10% of travel takes place north of the

12%

border, the much higher overall risk rate in Scotland is masked

11%

by British figures. The risk rate faced on the TEN-T in Scotland
is close to double that of England and Wales despite good
performance from Scottish motorways. Sections of the A82
have unusually high risk for a EU15 country.
It used to be believed that single carriageways could not

37%

41%

achieve the same safety performance as motorways but
recent Swedish designs driven by the ‘vision zero’ approach
have resulted in single carriageway designs with in-service
safety records exceeding that of motorways. English, Scottish
and Welsh roads policy might benefit from entering a similar
debate similar to that taking place in countries such as
Sweden, Ireland and Iceland where long distance routes with

TEN-T network length by carriageway type
(REPUBLIC OF IRELAND)

lower traffic levels cannot justify full dual carriageways.
The TEN-T network in the Republic of Ireland has 11% of
its length rated low risk. This network is more risky than in

Motorway

neighbouring Northern Ireland, and England and Wales. The

Dual

13%

number of low risk sections is middling by European standards

Single

81%

generally.

6%

Mixed single & dual

0%

Ireland is benefiting from new modern motorways built to the
high standards and, although only 6% of the network was so
far at this standard during the survey, their safety performance
is good. Ireland has also piloted a version of the “2+1”

Distribution of risk on the EuroRAP TEN-T road
network by length (Northern Ireland)

design for single carriageways which in-service has revealed

4%

a good safety record.

25%

The overall safety of the TEN-T network in Northern Ireland is
better than in the Republic to the south and than in Scotland.
It is less good than in England and Wales.
Some 25% of the TEN-T road network achieves the ‘low
risk’ status. Some two thirds of the TEN-T network is single

71%

carriageway and, apart from lengths close to the border,
single carriageways are achieving a consistently low-medium
risk rather than the safest risk category. The challenge for
Northern Ireland is how this performance can be upgraded
so it can fully join the group of top performing countries
achieving ‘low risk’ on at least half their TEN-T network length.
This move to “best possible” safety standards may be

TEN-T network length by carriageway type
(NORTHERN IRELAND)

achieved using newer developments in safe road design
such as the “2+1” design which has been piloted in the
Republic of Ireland.

Motorway

22%

Dual

13%

Single

65%

Mixed single & dual

0%
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Country Profiles
BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA

The EuroRAP Members in Bosnia are to be congratulated
for assembling the 2006-2008 data in order to participate

Distribution of risk on the EuroRAP TEN-T road
network by length

in this survey. The network reported is all single carriageway

8%

and demonstrates the generally high risk rates seen in

4%
6%

eastern Europe on major national roads which have yet to
be upgraded.

50%

In common with a number of eastern European countries,

32%

some sections of single carriageway demonstrate low risk
rates either i) by good fortune since, although the known
risks are high, the traffic levels are not yet busy enough to
result in routine and predictable crashes or ii) because they
are newly engineered single carriageway roads which have
been safely designed to be expanded to dual carriageway
once the economy develops and traffic levels grow.

TEN-T network length by carriageway type

Mapping based on fatal and serious road crashes 2006-2008

Motorway
Dual
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Single
Mixed single & dual

0%
0%
100%
0%

CZECH REPUBLIC

Only 39% of the TEN-T in the Czech Republic is motorway,
36% single carriageway and 20% dual carriageway. The

Distribution of risk on the EuroRAP TEN-T road
network by length

programme of new motorway construction in the Czech

14%

15%

Republic is beginning to make the TEN-T safer.
Overall, the Czech Republic’s performance matches
Belgium and, except for Slovenia, is the best TEN-T

26%

performance of states joining the EU in the last decade.
45%

Notably, the performance of the Czech TEN-T is significantly
better than neighbouring Poland and Slovakia.
Mapping based on fatal and serious road crashes 2006-2008

TEN-T network length by carriageway type
Motorway

39%

Dual

20%

Single

36%

Mixed single & dual

4%
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Country Profiles
POLAND

Some 18% of the Polish TEN-T road network is now motorway
and 70% single carriageway. However only 4% of the

Distribution of risk on the EuroRAP TEN-T road
network by length

network gains a low risk rating and 67% of the network

4%

suffers a high or medium-high risk rate. These findings reflect

10%

36%

Poland’s serious road casualty problem which is the most

19%

pressing in the EU.
Poland faces a major challenge in improving its safety
performance. It will need committed action on roads,

31%

vehicle and driver behaviour throughout the next decade.
Poland however does have the technical skills to make this
transformation and EuroRAP will offer tools that can assist in
developing targeted investment plans to make roads safe.
Mapping based on fatal and serious road crashes 2006-2008
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TEN-T network length by carriageway type
Motorway

18%

Dual

11%

Single

70%

Mixed single & dual

0%

Unclassified

2%

SLOVAKIA

Some 6% of Slovakia’s TEN-T network achieves the low risk
rating and 60% of the network is in the high or medium-

Distribution of risk on the EuroRAP TEN-T road
network by length

high risk category, with some 35% of the TEN-T at motorway

6%

standard and 56% single carriageway. During the survey

38%

period, Slovakia’s TEN-T network had the highest risk rate in

29%

the EU except for Poland.
Like other newer EU entrants, Slovakia faces the need for
5%

effective initiatives on safer roads, safer vehicles and safer

22%

drivers. As the contrast in safety between road types shows,
there is huge scope for safety engineering. There also needs
to be effective action on seat belt wearing, alcohol and
excessive speed. Although progress is being made, the
development of a road safety culture in Slovakia needs
to embrace civil society – unusually, only government

TEN-T network length by carriageway type

employees currently sit on the national Road Safety Council.
Mapping based on fatal and serious road crashes 2006-2008

Motorway

35%

Dual

2%

Single

56%

Mixed single & dual

7%
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Country Profiles
SLOVENIA

Slovenia’s road network has major contrasts. Most of the
TEN-T network is newly built to high standards financed by the

Distribution of risk on the EuroRAP TEN-T road
network by length

vignette now commonly used in central Europe. The safety

2%

levels on this new network mean Slovenia sits alongside
the top performing nations of Europe in our survey. This will
49%

surprise many and it is a major achievement underlining the

49%

role of infrastructure.
Slovenia’s new roads are not flawless but nearly 50%
achieve the “best possible” low risk rating.
However, away from Slovenia’s major new roads of the
TEN-T network, risk rates remain very high. Slovenia is ahead
of most newer EU entrants in building their national trade
routes but a new pattern is emerging of very safe new
high speed highways co-existing with safety levels some

TEN-T network length by carriageway type

10 times worse on other busy roads. This issue is one which
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must be addressed in Europe’s new Road Safety Action

Motorway

Plan. EuroRAP was pleased to be invited to help develop

Dual

0%

Slovenia’s national operational plan.

Single

0%

Mixed single & dual

0%

Mapping based on fatal and serious road crashes 2006-2008

100%

ITALY

The results for Italy show that only 4% of the network receives a
low risk rating despite the TEN-T being 100% motorway. Some

Distribution of risk on the EuroRAP TEN-T road
network by length

94% of the network is however in the low-medium risk category.

2%

4%

It is a disappointing result that so few Italian sections
achieve a low-risk rating in contrast to their immediate
neighbours in Switzerland and Slovenia and the reasons for
this now require more detailed review. One factor is that
Italian motorway infrastructure is generally older than in
94%

other neighbouring countries.
Mapping based on fatal, serious and slight road crashes 2005-2007

TEN-T network length by carriageway type
Motorway

100%

Dual

0%

Single

0%

Mixed single & dual

0%
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Country Profiles
SWITZERLAND

Switzerland has some 62% of its TEN-T network awarded the
low risk rating. This performance puts Switzerland alongside

Distribution of risk on the EuroRAP TEN-T road
network by length

Sweden and the Netherlands as top performers in the survey.

4%

1%

Switzerland’s TEN-T network is 78% motorway and much of
it is relatively modern with consistency in safety features.

33%

Some 19% of the network is however single carriageway

62%

and there are sections of the network which are cause for
concern, notably on the H13 and RC111.
Mapping based on fatal and serious road crashes 2003-2008

TEN-T network length by carriageway type
Motorway
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78%

Dual

0%

Single

19%

Mixed single & dual

3%

SPAIN

The Spanish TEN-T network overall only has 5% of its
length reaching the low risk rating. This is a disappointing

Distribution of risk on the EuroRAP TEN-T road
network by length

performance although 77% of the network reaches the

3%

low-medium risk standard.

1%

5%

15%

The Spanish motorway and dual carriageway network is of
varying standard. The older motorways have risk rates little
different from dual carriageways while the recently built
motorway has a much stronger safety performance.
77%

At the time of the survey, 1% of the network had a high risk
rating.
Mapping based on fatal and serious road crashes 2005-2007

TEN-T network length by carriageway type
Motorway

43%

Dual

50%

Single

8%

Mixed single & dual

0%
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Country Profiles
SWEDEN
Sweden’s performance with 85% of the network in the low risk
category is the best in the survey. This has been achieved
despite the wide range of road types and traffic flows.
The Swedish network contains many roads which are not
motorways but it has paid systematic attention to the safety
engineering of all road types even where traffic flows on its
long haul routes are low.
Sweden has recently developed and trialled the “2+1” road
standard for single carriageways which is achieving a safety
level as good as, or better than, motorways. With this successful
experience, Sweden has announced a plan to upgrade the
safety engineering on all significant single carriageway roads
so that, by 2025, the entire road network is likely to achieve the
“best possible” standards of safety.

Distribution of risk on the EuroRAP TEN-T road
network by km travelled
6%

94%

TEN-T network length by carriageway type
Motorway
Dual

5%

Single

35%

Mixed single & dual
Mapping based on fatal and serious road crashes 2003-2005
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57%

4%

ICELAND

Some 40% of Icelandic network is low risk despite 99% of
the network being single carriageway.

Distribution of risk on the EuroRAP TEN-T road
network by length
8%

Iceland’s road network contains a range of conditions and
terrains that provide a unique European safety laboratory.

17%
40%

It has also not been a signatory of the Vienna convention
binding it to the usual road practices of signing and
marking.

17%

Iceland has high standards of road safety engineering in

18%

built-up areas. The country has a real opportunity to stop
routine road deaths by eliminating known high risks on the
rural network. Rural traffic flows in Iceland are low and a
national debate in roads policy concerns the trade-off
between dual carriageways and “2+1” provision. The
“2+1” road has proved equally safe as dual carriageway

TEN-T network length by carriageway type

in Iceland and twice the length can be afforded for the
same budget.

Motorway

Mapping based on fatal and serious road crashes 2006-2008

Dual

1%

Single

99%

Mixed single & dual

0%

0%
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SUMMARY OF COUNTRY RESULTS
The top performing country in the survey is Sweden where
85% of the network achieves the low risk rating. Sweden
has pioneered new safe road designs for roads which are
not motorways and has committed to upgrade safety
equipment on all significant parts of the network by 2025.

Italy and Spain have disappointing results. Although most
of their TEN-T road networks are motorway, less than 10%
achieve the low risk rating, with the majority of sections
rated low-medium risk. A detailed review of safety
provision in these countries appears justified.

The most notable country in the survey is Slovenia. Almost
half (49%) of its TEN-T road length is rated low risk and
demonstrates the return in human life from the new
motorways funded by vignette. However death rates
are commonly ten times higher away from this safely
engineered new TEN-T network.

Poland and Slovakia have the greatest challenges in
the EU of the countries surveyed. These nations have
only around 5% of their TEN-T road length achieving a
low risk rating and two-thirds rated high risk. Bosnia and
Herzegovina is typical of EU neighbourhood countries and
has similar challenges.

The nations of the United Kingdom achieve markedly
different safety standards. Overall, Great Britain has 53%
of its network in the low risk category. Scotland’s network is
however is twice as risky as England and Wales. Northern
Ireland is safer than the Republic but less safe than
England and Wales.

The Czech Republic is making progress and, with 15%
of its TEN-T road length rated low risk, is slightly ahead of
Belgium and Ireland. However, elsewhere the risk on the
Belgian and Irish network is lower.

CONCLUSIONS
EU nations committed themselves to develop a transEuropean road network with the “best possible” safety
standard. For the first time, this survey records objectively
the level of safety being achieved with measures now
widely in use in Europe and beyond.

of 3% of global GDP, has declared a Decade of Action
for Road Safety from 2011, with nearly 100 co-signatories.
Europe has a major role to play in the next 10 years as it
embraces countries in all states of development in the EU
and its immediate neighbours.

In the 15 countries surveyed, it is estimated that less than
a third (31%) of the network length achieves the “best
possible” low risk rating based on the rate of deaths and
serious injuries recorded.

The most successful feature of the EU Road Safety Action
Plan in the last decade was not legislation but publication
of transparent information on how well member states were
performing. The new European Road Safety Action Plan will
succeed similarly through leadership focused on ensuring
Europe’s policymakers, professionals and citizens have the
knowledge to make informed decisions.

EuroRAP estimates that 20,000 deaths and serious injuries
take place annually on this important strategic network. The
estimated cost of crashes is likely to be €10bn annually,
excluding those relating to traffic delay.
In the last decade, the knowledge that will enable the
prevention of routine, predictable road deaths has been
assembled by leading nations and international bodies.
The UN, in the face of growing motorization and the loss
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A number of nations are already using EuroRAP results in
order to track how well their road networks are improving
over time and what measures were successful. This
report now provides a baseline on the trans-European
road network, for which the EU has some competency,
permitting its performance to be tracked.

ABOUT EuroRAP
The European Road Assessment Programme (EuroRAP) is
an international not-for-profit organisation dedicated to
saving lives through safer roads. Our aims are to:
	reduce death and serious injury on European roads
rapidly through a programme of systematic testing
of risk identifying major safety shortcomings that
can be addressed by practical road improvement
measures;
	ensure assessment of risk lies at the heart of strategic
decisions on route improvements, crash protection
and standards of route management; and
	forge partnerships between those responsible for a
safe roads system - motoring organisations, vehicle
manufacturers and road authorities.

Its Members are automobile and touring clubs, national
and regional road authorities and researchers. The work of
EuroRAP is supported by the FIA Foundation,
the motor industry, leading governments and the
European Commission. For more information on EuroRAP
visit www.eurorap.org.

EuroRAP
has received two Prince
Michael International Road Safety
Awards. The first in 2004 for founding the
European programme, and the second
in 2009 at the first inter-ministerial
conference on road safety in Moscow,
for founding the global International
Road Assessment Programme (iRAP). For
more information visit www.irap.org.
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HOW SAFE ARE YOU ON
EUROPE’S TRADE ROUTES?
Measuring and mapping the safety of the TEN-T road network
This report examines the safety of Europe’s trade routes.

progress and getting close to Belgium in performance

EU nations committed themselves to develop a trans-

but Poland, Slovakia and Bosnia & Herzegovina have

European road network with the “best possible” safety

major challenges.

standard. For the first time, this survey records objectively
whether “best possible” levels of safety are being
achieved. Public, policymakers and professionals can
all now share how quickly the responsible authorities are
moving towards the “best possible” commitment.
EuroRAP estimates that 20,000 deaths and serious injuries
take place annually on the full TEN-T road network, at an
estimated cost of €10bn.

The survey shows that countries such as Italy and
Spain struggle to achieve “best possible” ratings; the
nations of the British Isles achieve markedly different
safety standards, and Iceland’s network surprises. Many
countries like Switzerland have problem sections long
overdue for treatment.
The top performing country in the survey is Sweden
where 85% of the network length achieves the low risk

In the 15 countries surveyed, less than a third of the

rating. Sweden has pioneered new safe designs for

network length achieves the “best possible” low risk rating

roads which are not motorways and has committed

based on death and serious injury rates.

to upgrade safety equipment on all significant single

The most remarkable country in the survey is Slovenia with
its newly engineered network which is now outperforming
most others. The Czech Republic is making some

carriageways by 2025, providing the model for all
countries where traffic is too light to upgrade major
routes to motorway.
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